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A one of a kind educational
experience - providing engagement
in our own communities and a
supportive environment to build
personal relationships.

learn. enrich. advance. friendship.

At LEAF Academy, our mission is to
provide a comprehensive, enriching
program that will allow members of our
community to advance their learning
and foster lifelong independence and
friendships. Through supported
classroom experience and place-based
learning, our students will gain the skills
and confidence needed to reach their
goals and dreams.

For more information
regarding our
application process,
semester schedule,
tuition rates/funding,
and financial aid
opportunities please
visit our website.

OUR MISSION

LEAF Academy is intended to be an
equivalent to a college program for
individuals with intellectual and
developmental disabilities. At Embracing
Abilities, we are committed to providing
a team of dedicated individuals that will
deliver a welcoming, inclusive
environment for your loved one to grow
and succeed.

Stay connected to the latest program 
news via social media.

A POST SECONDARY PROGRAM FOR YOUR 

loved ones.



Applications
Currently On

Hold

Meaningful Relationships

Technology Exposure

Building Independence

WHAT DO OUR
FACILITIES
PROVIDE?

Participants will have daily exposure to
working and engaging in group settings
to enhance their social skills.

Our curriculum will allow participants to
build technology skills through interactive
activities and assignments.

Our activities and assignments are
designed to strengthen the participant's
success in an independent lifestyle.

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
AND SUPPORT

PLACE-BASED
LEARNING

THE CLASSROOM
EXPERIENCE

APPLICATIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS
LEAF Academy is open to individuals
ages 18-28. Participants of LEAF
Academy should have basic skills such
as: reading, writing, attention to task,
independence with meals and self care.
Our application link will include a list of
additional safety and success criteria
that your loved one must meet in order
to be considered for the program.

Students apart of LEAF Academy will
experience both instruction and place-
based learning within the classroom. Our
team of instructors will work to enhance
independent living and vocational skills
using research based practices and
curriculums.

Students apart of the LEAF Academy
will receive direct instruction from a
dedicated teacher. Our instructors are
highly trained in the curriculum and are
committed to supporting your loved
one through various learning styles to
unlock their full learning potential.
Instruction will include items such as
job skills, independent living, and more.

Using principles of Place-Based
Learning, our consumers will experience
learning through natural, hands on, real
world experiences. They will engage
with their community and environment
to continue their journey as
contributing, active citizens.


